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FOREWORD
The conditions facing faculty employment make it bot h a. uy-
er's and a seller's market. On the one hand, there are academic
areas where faculty are in high demand by industry and are
being enticed away from acaderne by offers of high salaries and
fringe benefits, On the other, academic areas with low turnover
and a limited number of new job openings make it a buyer's
market, In either case, it is now more important than ever for
higher education institutions to carefully review their policies
and practices concerning faculty employment,

One reason for thc need for reeXamination is that the recruit-
ment process is expensive. The direct costs are varied: advertis-
ing position openings, travel expenses to interview candidates,._
and moving expenses for new hires. Equally expensive arc the
indirect costs to thc univer-sity as faculty and support staff lose
time from their normal duties to serve on search committees,
review resumes, and interview candidates.

Psychological as well as economic aspects of faculty employ-
ment are equally important. Each new faculty member plays a
significant role in the overall quality and dynamics of an insti-
tution. A stagnant faculty makes a" stagnant institution. Whcn
higher education was exfianding, there was a constant flow of
new ideas, opinions, and state-of-thc-art skills. Today in aca-
demic areas with low' turnover and no growth ,. an increAng
percentage of the faculty is tenured, resulting in limited inter-
jection Of new ideas. Therefore, ncw faculty play an increas-
ingly important role in stimulating intellectual dynamics in an
academic area.

Additionally, for tenured track positions in areas of low turn-
over, it is important to consider future as well as present needs.
Institutions can no longer assume that whcn ncw skills arc
needed new faculty will bc hired. Scarch committees should try
to anticipate thc skills needed 10 or 15 years from now and to
avoid the difficult task of later having to correct a wrong hiring
decision.

Race and scx discrimination and the desire to remedy past
imbalances make hiring decisions even more difficult with low
turnover. Institutions whose objectives are to develop a bal-
anced faculty must be concerned with their iiring practices in
order to avoid being accused of reverse discrimination,

Finally, institutions must also become aware of the impor-

tance of retaining quality faculty. Under current conditions it is

not unlikely that high quality faculty will be recruited by other
institutions or industry, while lower quality faculty will remain,

It is also probable that it will be the faculty of High confidence

or creativity who will voluntarily leave the institution first,

a



In this report by John S. Waggarban, Associate Professor,
College-of Education, Florida State University, the recruitment
process is reviewekthoroughlr He highlights the steps in-
volved in preliminary planning, organizing recruitment, screen-
ing applicants files, the campus visit, and final decisions,.and
also reviews the stcps to be considered in retaining new fac-
ulty. The model developed by Dr. Waggaman will be very use-
ful as institutions and academic dcpartmcnts refine their faculty
recruitment practices.

Jonathan D. Fife
Director and Series Editor
flonscr Clearinghouse cm Higher Education
The Gcorgc Washington University



. EXECUTIVE SUMMAR Y
,,

Faculty Recruitment, Retetaion and Fair Employment: Obliga-
tions and Opportunities examines the central issues and pro-
cesses of recruiting and retaining faculty in the context of
managing human resources and the principleS of fair employ-
ment. It focuses on the needs of department or division heads,
but it would be usefulcto any college or university administrator
with responsibility for recruiting faculty. The department or di-
vision chair can blend the following procedures into the poli-
cies and practices of any institution. Although a small
department might be able to recruit faculty in a much less de-
tailed manner than outlined in the report, it is still likely to face
the same isSues and problems.

The report is organizcd by' the stages of the recruitment pro-
cess: receiving notification of a vacant position, receiving thc
authorization-to rccruit, determining salary, organizing the re-
cruitment effort, screening applicants' files, conductipg campus
visits, and making an offer, It concludes with thc factors
needed to rctain qualified faculty: orientation, professional de-
velopment, periodic counseling, and mcntorship.

Why Is Recruitment Important Now?
Thc central focus of the report is recruitment, but serious re-
cruitment without an awareness of thc factors that encourage
faculty to stay oncc hircd could result in wasted effort. Both
thc department and the candidates could bc losers (DuVall
1976). An effective recruiting program is onc that locates the
bcst candidate available, who made an acceptable job offcr
and thcn stays in the department 8 or more years, developing a
productive carccr and benefiting both the institution and him-
self. Thc report recognizes the hard ncw realitieS of academic
employment:

There simply aren't going to be position openings to advance
all our causes. We can't support a steadily aging tenured
faculty and extend the retirement age and create many op-
portunities for younger ni inorities and women faculty at the
same time (Linnell 1979, p.

Clearly, recruiting faculty is not going to become any easier.
Each vacancy that occurs in the early 1980s may be the last
one for a long time (Fernandez 1978; National Science Founda-
tion 1981), Linnell rcports the possibility of only 6,400 new
doctoral positions per year from 1983 through 1998, plus a

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment
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much larger "churning" of nontentired faculty between institu-
tions (1979. p. 5), The new Ph,D,s in this latter group have
been termed "gypsy icholars, indicating that they will take
almost any academic appointment. anywhere, for whatever du-
ration (Hechinger 1982; Yarrow 1982). Department heads and
other academic adminiAtrators need to be especially open and
forthright vith these people, whether they are hired for full-
time, part-time, or temporary positions.

Successful recruiting reitilts from a department chair's corn-
mitment to people-orietued administration. The chair must col-
lect information abotn the carccr status of each faculty member
to be able to estimate retirement dates and other condidons that
projcct thc future need for faculty, Plans can therefore be made
before thc need to hire new faculty arises, and principles of af-
firmative action can be made part of those plans,

Planning for What?
Vacancies open for many reasonsan institution's dcsire to
maintent a fixed student-faculty ratio, demographic and markct
changes, retirement, involuntary sepannion, refusal of pr.omo-
don and tenure, incompetence, moral turpitade, contract termi-
nation without prejudice, voluntary sepannion, departure by
mutual conscrn, disability, and dcath. A chair who understands
thc career paths of faculty can understand and even predict
likely changes in the departmern's instructional staff, These
changes provide many opportunities to reshape a department,
and thcy may be as important as recruiting new faculty, For
example, a chair might facc pressure from women, minorities,
and gypsy scholars to remove incompetent faculty to makc way
for thc ncxt generation of faculty.

Planning the recruitment program involves several steps.
Usually a dean must approve the decision to hire a new person
before any action can bc taken, Thc position must be reviewed
,so that its ncxt occupant meets thc needs of thc college and thc
department. Institutional policies must bc examimd, affirmative
action guidelines reviewed, and decisions madciatout any spe-
cial efforts to recruit minorities and womcn. A dcpartmcnt may
have to show evidence of its commitmcnt to equal employment
opportunity, including goals, timetables, and writtcn plans to
contact sources of potential applicants. The salary for thc posi-
tion should bc reviewed; it may bc possible to hirc pan-time
faculty or to create two positions whcn thc vacant position was
filled by a highly paid faculty mcmbcr. Reviewing thc salary



also allows the institution to ensure that salaries are equitable

regardless of the new member's race or sex:

The department chair should appoint a search committee to
recruit new faculty. The search committee can.define the
professional characteristics each Candidate should have. It must
establish policies (within institutional guidanes) about special
casesthe ,criteria for ineligibility, nepotism, hiring hltimni,
late applicants, for example. The committee can prepare an an-
nouncement of the available position and decide where to send
the information. Arrangements need to be made for settihg up
applicants' files and interview records, confirming data about
race and sex, and so on.

How Should We Sift, Weigh, and Judge?

Once thc closing date is past, cach applicant's file must be
screeneOfirst to-determine which ones do not comply; with the
institution's and the department's recruitment policies. Those'
applicants who were given some preferefitial attention should,
be noted and then treated no differently from other applicants.

A second review of 'applicants' files should determine those
whose applications conform to the advertised requirements for
thc position. The applicants who barely missed being declared
eligible should be identified and retained for one more evalua-
tion. This surviving groupall thosc who arc eligible plus the

marginal applicantsshould now be considered nominees, and
thc search committee should rank the most outstanding nomi-

nees. Thc final group or three to five applicants .bccomc the

candidates for thc position.

The department 'chair and thc search conlmittec ncxt begin a

final round of telephone checks of references and credentials.
Thc dean must apprOvc:bringing some or all of the candidates

to thc campus for personal interviews. The chair can begin ne-
gotiations with the candidates over the telephone, clearing up

any questions and extending an invitation to visit the campus,
deliver a lecture, and mcct with faculty and administrators. All
those Who talk to the candidates should thcn evaluate them.
The data for each candidatc arc complied and presented in ag-

gregate form to thc search committee, which recommends the

best candidates to thc department head. Aftcr conferring with
the dean, the department chair offers thc position to the best

candidate. The records of the search mus t. be retained for 3

years.

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment 3



What Are Fair Procedures' ?
Thc contcnt and form of thc announccmcnts of thc vacancy
must be fairly prescnted. All persons intcrested in a position
should be given thc samc sct of instructions for submitting a
comploc application. Applicants known to thc faculty should\
bc identified; if thcy are said to,havc special qualities not
sought in thc announccmcnt, all applicants s'hould be survcyed
f2or those qtIalitics.

A depart mcnt wishing to changc the perccntagc of its faculty
who arc minoritics or womcn.pan do scvcral things: It can dc-
cidc and publish the most dcsirablc goal for perccritages; it can
dctcrminc thc gcographic origins of its faculty and studcnts and
dccidc whcre it would ,lae appropriatc to recruit ncw faculty; it
can prepare a. plan with datcs for achicving major goals; it can
kccp adcquatc records showing thc cfforts madc to scck out ap-
plicants, Institutions with affirmative action plans can provide
guidclincs for dcpartmcnts; otherwisc, a dcpartmcnt must makc
its own commitmcnt and carry it out.

After Recruitment, What?
The fair procedurcs and duc proccss to bc obscrvcd arc part of
a sound program of managing talcnt. Thc proccdurcs rcquirc
that faculty bc consultcd rcgularly, that jointly ncgotiated as-
signmcnts be dctcrmined, that critcria and mcthods of cvaluat-
ing faculty 1;)e madc cxplicit, and that cach faculty mcmbcr
havc an opportunity to participate in a continuing professional
dcvelopment program. Counscling to hclp faculty correct dcfi-
cicncics and opportunities to dcvclop ncedcd skills should be
availablc, All cxpcctations for performancc must bc madc cx
plicit, and cach faculty mcmber must be givcn an adequate
chance to devclop profcssionally.

Rccruiting k only thc first step; keeping faculty is another
mattcr. Aftcr thcir arrival, faculty nccd to be appriscd of thc
formal tcrms of thc Nmtractual relationship. Thc dcpartmcnt
hcad is largcly responsiblc for dcsigning developmcnt programs
that will aid new faculty to bccomc successful professionals,
Formal oricntation and carecr counseling can hclp new faculty
undcrstand how dccisions arc made in thc dcpartmcnt and insti-
tution. Establishcd faculty and their spouses can hclp newcom-,
crs adjust to thc ncw community.

A chair would do*well to understand why one person might
acccpt a job offcr and anothcr would turn it down. Hc can ben-
cfit by knowing why faculty movc to othcr institutions. A dc-



partment chair should consider the concept of mcntorship,
particularly for women and minorities. With thc appropriate
planning and sensitivity, a department can kcruit fairly from
among all races and both sexes and build a quality faculty.

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment
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AVAILABILITY OF POSMON,S
.yAcANCIES

.

one.

o.

Vie depkrthient chair iS an administiator and leader whose re7
sourcest ark incliVidualS. His roles include conservator and de-
veloper of human beings, leader in evaluatinglhe productivity
'and quality of faCulp ,work., and planner who must decide
when to strengthen_thedepartment's resources by identifying
incopeten faculty. Inall these Mies, the department chair
.must exhib4 absolute fairness, administered with the wisdom of
Solomon. And thesecta* of declining enrollnients, 'dwindling
budgets', fewaravailable Vac'ancies, and The necessity.to exhibit
affirmatIve action in recmitffig new faculty Make the chair's
role even more challenging.

Reriiting faculty shout not be ad hoe (Smelter and.Con-,
ient .1 Q).. A-department r.can estiMate when many, per-
haps.75 percent; Of all vacanci ill.oecur mApygnonths or,
Years before faCulty actually' leave the drartment. An inVen-
tory pf infaimation Abotirdepartmental fabultycarefulty Main-
tainea files about faculty Metilbers-can help the chair
systematically estirnatepotential 'departure dateS. To reliably es-
tiMate the dateS when vacincie are likely M. occur requires the
&air to Understand thoroughly the. varietY of circumstances that
precede the:tleParture Of faculty, the emergence of a vacancy,
or the. approval of %nevi position. .

Vacancie47arise for iliany reasons; institutional policies and
practiceS, demograpnic.changes, chaofes in the job market, re-
firtment involuntary separation, decisions not-to promote or
grant.tenure to faculty, Mcompetence, contract termination,
voluntary_teparation, departure by .mutual agreement, and dis-
ability or dOtn-1(Linnell I979).* The chair who wants to add ,

A

younger peopte.,.women, or minorities to the faculty may find
his only Option. is'to consider involuntary or mutually agreed
upon separation for demonstrated incompetence as 'the principal
means ny which NacanCies will.develop. In that caSe, howeVer,
the chair must ensure facultY are treated fairly by' using pre;
.Cesses-to'inake professional assignments, aid in the develop-
ment of faculty, and evaluate performance b4elore it is decided
to tedninate faculty: These systematic processes are the Chair's
primary management tools, for they give facUlty a fair opportu-
nity .to develop, improye,, and perform appropriately. They

*While this section focuses on the circumstances that cause vacancies to
arise, it is'not meant to imply that the Chair should strive to create vacancies.

'"'ea
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should be the principal sources of evidence--and the only fair
wayto verify competence.

Academic Policies are not often examinedlor their effect on
. the,availability of faculty 'positions, but they can play an impor-

twit role. For example, an institution or department that oper-
,.: ates with a relatively stable student-faculty ratio has a de facto

policy on the establishment of new positions, which often be-
comes obvious only wilen circumatances change. Its existenee
and impact is made explicit only when a faculty member leaves
a position and a decision must be made about refilling the posi-
lion or when student enrollments increase and new faculty posi-
tions are necessary to keep the ratio intact. When enrollments
decline, the institution might then Idok for ways to redesign
policies and programs to increase enrollments, perhaps by at-
tracting new clientele.'"Usually the last consideration is reducing
faculty, yet that step might be necessary if demographic
changes signal a long-term decline.

The institution that can afford it may norreduce faculty posi-
tiohs when enrollments decline but instead cdmmit itself to sys-

. tematically reducing the student-facuity ratio (Gaddy 1969). For
many institutions, however, this, luxury is beyond reach be-_

cause institutions with professional programs might find that
their professional associations demand a small student-faculty
ratio. A department chair who would like to follow professional
standards but also must compete for resources in a financially
anemic institution might find it necesiary to seek external fund-
inefor the continuation of existing positions or for the funding
of new positions.

Planning
The chair who wants to add a position toithe existing depart:
mental faculty needs to become involved in long-range plan- -

,ning. Analysis of past depariment&I enrollments, future demand
'for gradyates, and potential future.enrollments, is a necessity.
While inititutional officials tend to resist the creation of new
full-time pRsitions whenever a department experiences a rela-
tively.shori2term increase in enrollment, most officials are will-
ing to be convinced of the need for new faculty if enrollment in
a department continues to grow.

Typically, a department chair does not have access to suffi-
cient or appropriate kinds of planning data. The institutional re-

.. search, planning, and/or budget office may be helpful in

supplyingthe data;.city, regional, state, or other planning offi-

Faculty Recruittnitil,Xetention, and Fair Employment



cials may be able to supply the appropriate market demand
:data. A small faculty committee could be formed to assemble
the information. Its search could be the beginning of continu-
ous departmental planning, eipecially important' for departments
whosChead changes every few years.

One planning task for which the chaifmuse be responsible is
the personnel inventory, which represents an explicit effort to
assess the stability of faculty and staff in the department. A
complete inventory w,pula identify faculty competencies and in-
terests, relating them to the courses being taught and the sub-
ject arev most often chosen for research and development
projects.With such an inventory, the chairgaan see which areas
of specialization are under- or overstaffed, which current areas
remain uncovered, and which are unaddressed. Based on the
data compiled, the chair can realistically assess the strengths of
the department's specialties. Overstaffed or mediocre-to-poor
quality specialty areas or newly emerging "hot" areas are re- .
vealed. This inforniation makes it possible to suggest retraining
for new.specialties rather than laying off faculty. It also helps
justify the need for new positions. 9

Vacancies Resulting from Retirement
The personnel inventory must also include an estimate of when
each faculty member is likely to leave the department. Ob-
viously, the chair must be well informed about,the career status
of each faculty member. The most factual element in this data
set is retirement dates, but they have become less fixed re-
cently. Some faculty have chosen early retirement and others
have elected later retirement.

While the normal retiremenrage is usually thought of as 65,
some senior faculty have chosen early retirement at age 62.
The ravages of inflation lin the purchasing power of the typical
retirement income, however, have encouraged an increasing
number of faCulty to stay until age 70. Senior faculty can recall
with a shudder the painful circumstances of the l930t, when
most faculty had 90 retirement benefits and worked in shredded
cuffs until death ierminated their employment( Thchorrors of a
penurious retirement, whether forced or voluntary, can be re-
duced only hy institutional administrators, government policies, ,
and personal financial planning. A department chair can be of
some assistance by helping retiring faculty develop part-time
teaching jobs. Several states and higher education systems per-
mit retirement after 30 years of service (or service time pur-



chased to equal 30 years). This option is an important one for
.opening vacancies. 1-1bw to encourage-faculty to select this op-
tion is a serious challenge to departmem heads in the 1980s
(Lime 11 1979).
er The department chair has the responsibility t6 assess the im-
pact of later retirement and an aging faculty on students. Is a
younger, more.eXuberant faculty easier for students to identify
with? Or is an older faculty, filled with wisdom and compas-
sion for the young, more attractive to students? The answer ap-
pears related not so much to age as twenjbyment of 6ne's
career. When facultywhether senior or middle-aged trying to
cope with a mid-life crisisLrare bored to death with teaching,
are not involved in many, Or any, scholarly activities, and re-
lish only a comfortable retiiement, -they are usually seen as
abusing the professional autonomy given faculty when they
seem to take early "retirement" while still holding a full-time
paying job. A chair should realize that early retirement or in-
voluntary severance of such people is the only way that faculty
vacancies might open in the next 10 years. The central issue
that the chair must decide is whether to become involved in
proposing a program of iciofessional development and evalua-
tion for those colleagues labeled unproductive. There will be
few difficulties if the chair can stimulate his or'her colleagues
to again become productive; for those colleagues who cannot or
will not respond positively, the chair's efforts may become the
primary evidence 'in terminating faculty who are performing .;

poorly.

Invniuntary Separation
A chair must sort out clearly and fairly the alternatives inherent
in an involuntary termination. A number of concerns must be
addressed before involuntary separation is a workable choice.
First, a department chair must understand that some faculty
might perform poorly or be unproductive and that systematic
evaluation from the time they are first hired can help substanti-
ate an ultimate decision to terminate. Most chairs with respon-
sibility for a departmental budget are also responsible for
helping unproductive faculty through systematic negotiation
with the faculty member, agreement on a development program
(to be reviewed quarterly), and incorporation of some profes-
sional development objectives in the annual and term assign-
ments. The chair must make sure the faculty member knows
what is expected, the criteria for evaluation, and how progress

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment
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or success will be determined. A faculty committee should pass

on the fairness of the individual's development plan and then

review the admissible evidence for assessing performance. The
overriding purpose of faculty development is io improve
performance. The'chair must maintain a record of the quality of
performance. Poor.performance over Rome fixed period of time
will become the evidenca upon which the decision to initiate
termination procedures is based. This approach to faculty -de-
velopment and separation is fair and humanitarian. It places a
high aim on changing people's.behavior so that their, behavior
bri s them rewards and recognition andalso suppom the
go Is of the department and institution. Helping to salvage an

nproductive faculty member's career may be the greatest chal-
lenge a chair will face.

In one form or another, due process procedures must be ob-
served before a department can begin termination action.
People must have been notified of their unproductive behavior
and specifically given the opportunity to become productive.
Thus, any attempt to terminate faculty to create vacancies with-
out following the best principles of faculty development and,
evaluation'is sure to engender grievances and 'court action, with
a high likelihood that the chair will lose (see Rood 1977).

Second, procedures for due process rest on the fundamental
assumption that individuals should be able to defend themselves
against arbitrary and capricious administrative decisions. The
procedures at the heart of performance evaluation resi on an-
other important assumption, namely, that colleges and universi-
ties are meritocratic systems and should be devoid of
discrimination in whatever form% Attempts by chairs (or d9-rrS,
or anyone else) to force out a person because of persondl dif-

ferences so a vacancy can be created will immediately be sub-
ject to the suspicion that their actions are designed to benefit
themselves, as an insidious means that was used solely to cre-
ate an qa_fol'a frieneneeding a job or to rescue a col;
league aWilher institution or to create a job for a relative.
Women and minority applicants for faculty positions often are
suspicious that any vacancy, regardless of how it was created,
is'inost often filled by this kind of "patronage," for most of
the replacements tend to be white mares. Thus; to follow open
and specific procedures for removal and appointment is.-to cre-
ate a true climate of fairness.

Third, no government,regulations require that an institution's

or department's administrators must terminate faculty so that
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vacancies can be created and subsequentlylilled with women
or minority members. While it is true that some universities
that exercise strong central control over all faculty tuid staff po-
sitions may manipulate theAvailability of a vacancy by attempt-
ing to withhold announcement of a vacancy until the
department finds one or more affirmative action candidates, this
action is clearly in violation or the general principles of affirm-
ative action. All vacancies for regular positions must be an-
nounced and publicized; and postponing an announcement, like
"patronage," is counter to the principles of fair employment.'

Faculty may be involuntarily-separated for other, more fla-
grant, reasons involving legal actions resulting from "crimes
against society"a wide range of behaviors from sexual har.,
assment to murder. Vacancies can arise if people are convicted
of any of these charges or if they are confronted with sufficient
evidence of inappropriate behavior and decide Voluntarily to re-
sign rather than face an open hearing or a trial.

Negative Decisions about Promotion and Tenure
Another special kind of involuntary separation, "out" rather .

than "up," results from the decision to award tenure. It is one
of the situations itost troublesome to- a.department chaii. The
decision not to grant tenure may be preceded by the denial of a
request for promotion or other professional award like member-
ship in a graduate faculty. A department chair can identify the
"up-or-out" year on the personnel file for each faculty member-
and Clistically estimate the vacancies that could become avail-

able, as a result of such decisions.
-A chair may find the decisions to promote faculty and to

grant tenure severely trying. The process should begin with th0
chair's making a judgment about the fitness.of a faculty mem-
ber, to be evaluated. That is, the chair should use the personnel
inventory and annual evaluation data to decide whether the fac-
ultY member is ready for a faculty review. In conjunction with
the faculty member, he should\prepare a file with all the appro-
priate evidence included.

The chair has to discuss the current and future probabilities
of success with the faculty member. If he believes the faculty
member is enlikely to be recommended-by the members of a
departmental committee, he should explain that,message, with
reasons and-areas for improvement specified, to the faculty
member. At the same s'ession, the chair should suggest activi-

ties to be completed that would most likely improve the faculty

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment 11
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member's chant s for a successfhl peer review. If the faculty
member want toiproceed with a peer review, despite the
chair's coun he should be permitted to do so. Similarly,
candidate ceivinea negative recommendation at any step Of
the way s Old have the privilege of completing the entire pro-
cess or withdrawing from consideration before a final deci-
sion is ade.

A air may face substantial pressures when attempting to
ass' a candidate who receives negative ratings in an early
sti e of a peer review. In this sityation, the chair must decide

ether to present minimal facts supporting such a candidacy
to become an avoWed advocate for the candidate. This

choice looms large when the candidates ure women or minority
members and they appear as qualified as some of the current
tenured faculty in the department. Recruiting these individuals
in accordance with the principles of affirmative action does not
require that they be given special dispensation in promotions
and tenure, but to recruit them without guiding them toward
success is to make a mockery of affirmative action. It also
makes human sacrifices of them on the inflated altars of merit
and quality. A chair can avoid most of the inhumane trauma by
regularly counseling all the *enured and junior faculty. Addi-
tionally, a two- or three-person (tenured) faculty guidance com-
mittee could be formed to review the achievements of junior
faculty. The committee could perform a full-scale but informal
evaluation of junior faculty after 2 or 3 years of employment so
that the formal promotion or tenure proceedings hold no sur-
prises. The focus should be on counseling and guidance during
the academic year as well as at the end.

When it becomes clear, however, that a junior faculty mem-
ber is not likely to survive the system, counseling of a different
nature is in order. Generally, after 3 years of employment, a
nontenured faculty member must be given I year's notice if the
institution intends not to renew his contract. All procedures of
due process must be closely followed, and the chair would do
well to seek expert legal counsel. For example, beginning to
recruit a replacement before the person to be replaced has been
given official notice might embroil the institution in legal
proceedings.

The grievances' and court actions being brought against col-
leges and unkiersities over promotion and tenure seem to be in-
creasingat least more of them are being reported, in the
media. Many actions are bcing brought by women who allege
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that the criteria for promotion and tenure are unwritten, un-
clear, and vague and that the requirements are more rigorously
applied to them than to other faculty. An objective, explicit,
and fair evaluation system can be easily defended in any dr:-
cumstances. Vague criteria for promotion and tenure may not
appear to be a problem for the-exceptional scholar, but they do
leave much to chance and invite ill-considered judgment and
outright bias. Furtherihore, they do not provide guidance to the
aspiring faculty member, nor do they provide administrators or
members of review committees the means for rationally decid-
ing who should be rewarded or found wanting.

State statutes, court decisions, and collective bargaining con-
tract provisions may constrain the department head's actions.
Most of such written material protects faculty from arbitrary re-
moval or from being fired without cause. Because most col-
leges and universities have such poor systems of professiona'
evaluation and development, the tenure and seniority systerrts in
place now equally protect both the productive and the nonprod-
uctive faculty,

Contract Termination
Contract terminations result from.one of three sets of events.
First is the simple ending of the contract with the person leav-

ing in good standing. Under the proper circumstances, the chair

would have no qualms about rehiring the individual. Some con-
tracts now contain clauses specifically stating that a position is
for a fixed period of time, is nonrenewable, and will not result
in the granting of tenure. If contract positions are full-time and

appear like those for regular faculty, they may be designed to
rotate people through the positions; in such cases a nonrenewal
provision'should be clearly stated in the contract. Even people
appointed in such positions, Ifowever, should be evaluated so
that the quality of their performance can be reported when ref-

erences are requested and so that they can learn of their profes-
sional strengths and weaknesses. A chair has to be completely

open with aspirants about the probability of permanent employ-
ment at the end of the contract. To do otherwise is to appear to
ihifairly exploit these people. Similarly, if a fixed-term contract
io'rent5y.ibleOhe chair must make that fact clear and must fully
reve0 the pfocedures for evaluation. He should make sure the

instructor uhderstands the desired performance level to be
achieved on each set of evaluation criteria that will be applied.
A chair needs to be open and fair in these matters, if for no

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment 13
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Finding the
right
candidate
qfter a long
search, then
losing the .

person a few
years later
when he or
she moves
back home is
a very
ineffective
strategy of
faculty
development.

other reason than tO avoid an unnecessary delays in filling an
-expired contract position because of charges that improper eval-
uation procedures were used.

The second form of contract termination involves voluntary
separationthe faculty member who leaves the department,
with or without advance notice, for another job. The chair
should examine carefully the reasons that faculty leave posi-
tions, It should be assumed that two sets of factors motivate a
mover: (I) the negative factors perceived in the department
and/or dissatisfaction with home life, the factors.pushing the
mover, and (2) the attractiveness of the new position, the fac-

tors pulling the mover to a new loCation.
During the expansion of higher education in the 1960s, it

was common tot know personally two or three faculty members
a year who moved to another institution (Crane 1970). Reasons
for leaving included ielatively low pay and benefits, low status
and perquisites, dictatorial chairs or a clo;ed structure of de-.
partmental governdhce, and limited opportunity. In a multiyear
informal survey by this author of faculty who left a large mid-
western state university, it appetned that over half of the fac-
ulty turnover was the result of spouses' dissatisfaction. Many
wives were isolated in houses in suburban neighborhoods, with
'young children, allarg6 mortgage, and probably only one car in
the family. All her friends and relatives, the people who could
provide moral \support, were left behind. The husband was
most often untatired and worked all hours of the day and
night, seven days a week, in pursuit of teaching, research, and
publication. When the chance for advantement grew unpromis-
ing and life athome became untenable, many of these people
sought emploYment closer to "home," i.e., nearer to her fam-
ily or his or to institutions where graduate school colleagues
were employed.

Even though life styles of younger faculty have changed, it
seems abundantly clear that new faculty members coming to an
institution that is a long way from family and friends need a
local support network. The wivals of faculty members have rec-
ognized this need and acted posidvely to integrate newcomers
into the college and community, but the more competitive and
autonomous a faculty is, the less likelihood such support sys-
tems will develop. In any event, a chair should be extra sensi-
tive to the fact that recruitment is only the first step in building
a faculty; keeping one is a continuing part of the job. Finding
the right candidate after a long search, then losing the person a

14



few. years later when he move§ back home is a very ineffective

strategy of faculty development.

The chair should become sensitive to situations where a'fac-
ulty member exhibits continued depression, hostility, or open
disaffection with the department. If they appear on the_verge of
becomihg alienated from most of their colleagues, the chair
may want to counsel the faculty member to seek employment
elsewhere, perhaps even assist the person to locate.another po-
sition. It may be the humane course of action because the-per-
son may be basically competent and productive but unable to
function well in a particular location, poisoning the morale of
and relationships with other faculty, staff, or students. The
chair should consult with senior faculty and other administra-
tive officers before undertaking this kind of action so as not to
breach any codes of ethics or contracts. And he should scrupu-
lously avoid the appearance of trying to get cid of someone.

The third set of.circumstances resulting incontract termina-,
lion involves mutual agreement between a faculty member and
institutional administrators. Faculty members who correctly per-
ceive their inability to survive peer revieW for promotion or
tenure may leave before their up-or-out year. Unproductive ten-
ured faculty members may leave the institution voluntarily after
being warned to act more responsibly or face disciplinary ac-
tion and possible termination. Other faculty-may--eleet to leave
voluntarily after being confronted with charges or evidence of,
unethical actions./In such instances, the chair's role is not to
threaten a facult, member with dismissal but to explain that

certain kinds Ff behavior are subject to formal inquiry, that may
result in a retommendation ef dismissal. In no event should the
chair act unilaterally; he should take these actions only after
consultin with the appropriate institutional officials. Any at-
tempts ti confront faculty or staff with their alleged wrong-

doings nly to observe their reactions and get them to resign
volunrily can only be seen as an administrator's attempt to in-

timiçfate the alleged culprit. Such actions violate all normal
nghls of due process for the accused, are enormously unjus1l to

thel innocent, and may result in extended grievances and le al
proceedings, leaving the chair unable to do anything abou the
position or its current occupant. Thus, a longer formal inciiry
may be the shorter procedure in the long run. It is best to fully
and formally document every personnel action and seek expert
guidance and counsel about unusual cases.

Faculty Recruitment, Retention, and Fair Employment 15
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Disability or Death
The disability or death of a faculty member requires special at-
tention. If the disability is not permanent,a decision must be
made about obtaining a replaceme,nrC-u:-doubling up the teach-
ing assignments of other departtient..faculty. If no funds are
available to hire a tempo i replatement, doubling up or can-
celing some ylasses ma be necessary. -

A permanen(disability often is determined after 3 to 6
months of lreatmyrIt and confinement. Only iiirare instances is
a chair likely t be able to anticipate such a situation, although
persons whcvie chronic smokers and drinkers should be seen
as clinch es for a serious illness. Once a person is declared
perma ntly disabled, he is usually transferred from a depart-
me sI budget to another pay category. When that transfer is

de, the remaining salary funds can be used to hire temporary
art-time or full-time replacements. It may be necessary to take

emergency action to fill the vacancy. Even in an emergency,
however, the vacancy should be filled only with a temporary
person, ding a formal search. The temporary occupant may
be a can idate for the position, but the department chair and
the seam committee must ensure that an objective search is
undertak . A department that often uses part-time instrqctors
might de elop a policy stating that people who are profession-
ally quali led and evaluated favorably on part-time assignments
may be a %talked to nominee status if they are interested in a
full-time sition. A predetermined policy of this kind can help
remove s spicions of patronage when positions must be filled
under th e circumstances. Such candidates' files should con-
tain the ual materials plus a copy of the policy statement.

16
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PRELIMINARY PLANNING

, Clearance
The chair cannot assume that because a vacancy is imminent it
,can be filled immediately. The dean of a school or college is
usually the person who must decide whether a vacant position
can be filled. When the dean must turn back unspent salary
dollars, which would mean that even a temporary replacement
could not be approved, the departmental faculty will have to
double up On courses or drop some froth the regular schedule.
If the dean does not need the unused salary that results when a
faculty member leaves in the middle of an academic term, then
the authorization to find a temporary replacement may be given
immediately.

At institutions with strong centralized budgetary control of
pOsitions, the chief academic officer may have to approve use

, of unspent salary funds and approve any.requests to fill a Va-
cant position. The institutional budget officer may also have to
approve the request by confirming that the vacant position is a
regularly authorized position supported by general funds. Thus,
the chair's dean, the dean of faculties or vice president for aca-
demic affairs, and the institution's budget officer might all have
to agree to filling a vacant position, Similarly, they would need

to approve the budget for a new position and an identification
number or budget line number for the-position.

Restructuring the Posftion
A dean of faculty or equivalent officer may require that an ex-
isting vacant position be assigned a new rank, salary, or other
characteristics. Administrative officials may wish to enhance
some new academic specialty or area of research, requiring a
different set of disciplinary skills. New interdepartmental re-
sponsibilities may be built into the position. Seldom are the
same old functions and responsibilities duplicated, providing
the chair has a unique opportunity to shape the position. Finan-
cial constraints may play a role in restructuring a position; they
need to be identified as early as possible, The chair should, at
this stage, conceptualize the-position in reflation to the depart-
mental plan (Poort 1971).

Determination of Salary
Salary is of great importance in recruting faculty, mainly be-
cause faculty salaries have not kept pace with inflation and
consequently have fallen behind salary levels for comparable
professions and business (Heim 1980, p. 15). This matter as-

Nib
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sumes substantial importance when a depanment attempts to re-
cruit for an associate or full professorship.

Three sets of issues are related to determining salary during
this preliminary planning period. First is the matter of salary
equity for women, Second is the decision to hire part-time
(rather than full-time) faculty.and the method of paying them.
Third is the level of salary and the rank to be assigned a full-
time position.

The issue of equitablvay for women (and minorities) is a
long-standing one (BayePand Astin 1975; Bunzel 1982; Green-
house 1981, 1982; Prather 1971; Sandler on). The most fre-
quently given reasons (allegedly unrelated to discrimination) for
the difference among, for example, academic scientists are as
follows:

As a class, women tend to face a greater constraint on ca-
reer mobility if married (especially those in nonprofes-
sional jobs).
Women are more likely to interrupt their careers for child
bearing and rearing, thereby losing years of 'experience.
They entered the better-paying scientific disciplines in
smaller proportions, thereby keeping the average salary
down for women scientists.
They have acquired their degrees in large numbers only
recently, so that the younger and hence lower paid profes-
sionals dominate this subgroup of scientists (Lawrence
1981, p. 334).

The facts may not fit this stereotype, however, Lawrence's arti-
cle reports on a study (Ahern and Scott) that examined how
well matched samples of men and women Ph.D. scientists
fared, relative to each other, in climbing the pay Scale and aca-
demic ladder. The findings from the statistical analysis reveal,
using the same "explanatory- items stated previously, that:

Women scientists are at least as mobile as men, regardless
of whether they marry or have children.
Fewer than half of all women with Ph.D.s have children,
and of them, only 10 percent with small children drop out
of the labor force.
Even when women were matched to men by scientific
subfield, by years of experience, by years since gradua-
tion, and by prestige of the depanment in which they were

18
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employed, their average salaries lagged behind those of
men. For example, among those who earned.their Ph.D.s
after 1975the group where differentials proved smalIT
estwomen's academic salaries trailed men's from $400
(2 percent) in mathematics to $2,100 (10 percent) in the
biological sciences to $3,300 (15 percent) in chemistry
(Lawrence 1981, p, 331).

The authors of the study concluded that de facto salary discrim-
ination against women is a more appropriate explanation for the
differences in pay. The message to department chairs is that
they should examine the salary ranges and levels to be paid
new faculty in comparison to what others are'receiving in the
same institution for the approximate same workload, If the sal-
ary authorized by the dean or administrative officials does hot
meet this test, then the chair should formally notify the dean of
the potential problems with grievances and sex discrimination
lawsuits.

Financial stringencies are making it more difficult for institu-
tions to authorize replacements, regardless. of the course-enroll-
ment load on a department. Some institutions may use attrition
to reduce the size of the faculty as costs rise and enrollments
level off or decline. Others may eyen allow enrollments to in-
crease because they need the tuition revenue. In such instances,
a department usually has only two options; increase the size of
classes or convince the dean to permit the department to hire
part-time faculty. The latter practice has become so widespread
that most community colleges now employ more part-time than
full-time faculty. The largest benefit of this practice, which
grows with eachAerm, is the apparent cost savings (President's
Council 1980; Russell 1980), The institution need not pay
matching retirement shares or contributions toward health, life,
or accident insurance. Only teaching duties have to be paid.for;
making it possible to relate direct instructional costs (salaries,
etc.) to tuition received, revenue received from state appropria-
tions per student, or other source of income. Under these con-
siderations, part-time faculty should be paid some flat fee per
credit hour, with a fractional supplement should a class exceed
a given size, say 35 students,

Several different factors need to be considered in the deter-
, rnination of salary for full-time faculty.. A first conSideration re-

lates to the amount of money availatile if the position was-filled
by a person who received a high salary. The chair should con-

.
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sider subdividing the salary by creating at least onenew posi-
tion, thereby making two vacancies available. (This action
be the only way to create new positions in the.future.),

Normally, a replacement will be brought in at,the ently level
salary 'foran assistant professor. If the ABD (the.doctoral can-

/Thfidate whO has completed all but dissertation) is to be ac-
cepted, a lesser salary and rank may;be offered; with the
promthe of an increase when the advanced degree is received.
BeCause some ABD's are "almost at the point'of dejending their
dissertation, they may be brought-in at some intermediate' Sal-

-ary. Because salary rates are most Often the dean's responsibil-
ityf the chair inay succeed in obtaining a better salary base by 4

preparing a case-that includes all the variables that traditionally
impact-salary'levelsmarket competitionoltemative employ-
ment, in and out of higher education, reputation of the disci-
pline, the candidate's,Tecoid of productivity and prOspects,
equal einployme.nt opportunity and affirmative action, accredi-
tation of the program by professionnl associations and state
agencieS, program priorities for the College and department,
commitments to improve quality.

In attempting to set an appropriate salary, the chair and the
dean should consider the possibility of the candidate's supple-
mentaincome, perhaps from summer teaching (most com-
mobVteactiing elsewhere, consulting,.private practice,
royalties, lecture fees, or research salaries (Heim 1980, p. 15).,
In some locations, faculty are much more likely to find such
opportunities for supplemental income. While it may be,,tempt-
ing to set a-loiter salary because faculty could avail themselves,
of these Supplemental opportunities, the chair and the dean
Should consider tile possible detrimental effects on the quality
of performance on the full-time job. In the long run, it may
cost less to establish a higher salary.

Completing a
case file to
demonstrate
the fairness
of recruitment
is Much
easier when
the
requirements
are known at
the beginning
of the seSch.

Guidelines for an AffirmativOction Search
With preliminary approval to fa a vaCancy, it is next necessary
to obtain a copy of the instiftition's latest guidelines for affirm-
ative action or, at the least, a written seeOf procedures to be
followedlEore the position description is rewritten or adver-
tising is developed.2Fompleting a case file to demonstrate the
fairness orrecruitment is much easier when the requirements
are known at the beginning of the search. A department needs
an affirmative action component in its recruitment policy or, at .

"%mt264,
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a midimurn, a written set of procedures to be followed. Some
tYpical items to be included might be:

Who (the pcisition title) is to appoint a search and screen-
ing committee, if one is to be used
:The size and composition of such Committee, whether it is
to have student.members, and how the chair will be
selected
Any alternative screening procedures to be used in place
of a--committee and who would'lle responsible to see that
any search is carried out properly and on time
The administrator or staff person responsible for keeping
applicants' documents and files and a statement about re-
moving pictures and .any other inappropriate information
on the application
The arrangements for.obtaining and recording information
on race and sex of candidates and nominees
The ,personfor example, the presidentwho.can give fi-
nal approval for a job offer, which gives the candidate

..;sonie legal recourse should3he appointment not material-
ize betause of institutional rather than departmental
difficulties.

A substantial commitment by a department to implement a
change in the racial and sexual composition of its faculty would
involvethe following:

Establishment of realistic goals (in a written plan or policy
statement) for the share of faculty it desires to be identi-
fled as minority or feinale members
Projections of when these goals might be achieved, given
the faculties' departure rates, availability of vacancies, .

availability of candidates, etc., by year
Establishment of a set of jarocedures that when followed
would represent a serious effort to locate and recruit quali-
fied Minorities and women
A procedure of reviewing the original plan, monitoring its
implementation, and revising its goals as necessary.

$

A written,statement of action about each goal would contStitute
a departmental.plan for affirmative action if the college or uni-
versity has none of a department wants to make explicit its
commitment to fair employment:
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After-goals, interim projections, and timetables have been es-
tablished, the procedures for recruiting mi irides need to be
specified. The following list indicates the cinds of contacts and
those who should be notified so that inforthation abOut a va-
cancy has a chance of reaching potential m nority or woman
candidates:

)2 Solicited iuggestions from minority m inbers and women
-on the institution's faculty

2 Letters, telephone calls, interviews, and personal meetings
with members of professional and scholarly organizations
and as§ociations

3. 'Paid advertising in newspapers and professional
_ publttations

4. Notices to nprii,ate placement services specializing in refer-
-ral of minority and women candidates

5. Notices to appropriate college and university (graduate)
placement offices, including historically black or female
institution§

6. Notices to public placement or employment *services
7. Contacts of all kinds with discipline departments and

professional schools in appropriate colleges and universi-
ties, indiding historically black or female institutions

8. Notices to business, industry, and governmental agencies
related to academic areas and specialties

9. Notices to such organizations as the Urban League, Com-
munity Action Agency, NOW

10. Public news stories outlining the institution's commitment
to equal opportunity employment practices

The need for and desired character of genuine affirmative ac-
tion plans in higher education can be found in The Case for
Affirmative Action for Blacks in tfigher Education (Fleming,
Gill, and Swinton 1978). It alsdprovides a history of federal
affirmative action programs and the constitutional authority

. supporting them (pp. 48-77). A special report by the Carnegie
Council c) Policy StudieS in Higher Education (1975) also de-
lineates the character of desired affirmative action plans. These
and other studies find that the decentralized decision-making
system of many colleges and universities often poses a chal-
lenge to the institutions with reasonably well-organized equal
employment programs.
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Summary
Before any effort to recruit replacements begins, a chair must
be authorized to fill the vacancy. The important characteristics
desired in the new faculty member need to be conceptualized,
based on the rate of enrollments and the institution's needs dur-

ing the past 2 or 3 years. An appropriate salary and rank must
be determined. A fair recruiting process begins by reviewing
the institution's guidelines for affirmative action. No longer is
it acceptable *for an institution to say it has been unable to find

any qualified minorities or women unless a thorough search
wakplanned and carried out. Chairs need to understand what

kinds of action plans are considered realistic and authentic.
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ORGANIZING RECRUITMENT

The department head usually has the central responsibility for
carrying out the recruiting process. Nevertheless, it is important
to involve the faculty at the earliest stage and to ask a faculty
member to chair the search committee before the vacancy is an-
nounced and advertised.

The Search Committee
The search committee should be chaired by a faculty member;
its members should include other departmental faculty, a fac-
ulty person fromoutside the department, and possibly one or
more students from the class levels the new instructor would
likely teach. The department chair must make it clear.that this
committee will have a key role in reviewing all candidates' ap-
plications and credentials but that the coitimittee's recommen-
dations are almost always advisory to the chair (Sommerfield
and Nagely 1974; Strohm 1974).

One of the search committee's first tasks is to review a de-
scription of the position (Wolotkiewicz 1980, p. 68). The de-
partment chair must ensure that the description is current and
accurate and that departmental faculty understand it. If addi-
tional information needs to be added to the description, the de-
partment head and search committee chair should draft a new
statement. It is particularly important to identify the areas of
expertise desired of applicants. The courses to be taught and
other activities for which the person will be responsible (such
as "freshman advisor") should be identified. It may be neces-
sary to specify the number of students for which the person
will be advisor. The research skills needed for the position
should be mentioned, but if the minimum degree required is
less than a doctorate, it probably is not necessary to list or
mention research skills unless an ABD candidate would be
acceptable.

The departmental faculty must see the job description and
have time to react to it. Some current faculty members might
be willing to develop a new specialty to enhance his own ca-
reer so that the new person could be assigned to teach an exist-
ing set of courses.

Preparing an Announcement of the Vacancy
Announcements of the vacancy should be prepared in a short
version and a long version. The short one should be specifi-
cally designed for use as an advertisement. The long one, con-
taining a thorough description of the pisition, its good and
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, weak points, the conditicons of employmegt, and the specific
next oCcupant of the position, can be used

tation sent to equivalent departments in
00 d to members of appropriate professional

'associations. It also should be sent to all candidates who have
indicated on interest in the position, so that all will be equally
informed about the position.

At die very least, the following items* should be contained
in the short advertisement:

expectations for thi
in direct solic
other institut

Closing date for applications: This date may be left open,
but the position should be readvertised for at least a week
when a definite closing date is determined:

(I) Rank or ranks assignable may be "open," depending
upon experience; (2) position number in budget: A unique
identification number in the budget for the position should
be listed, particularly when two or more positions are ad-
vertised; (3) degree(s) required: State whether an ABD is
acceptable or whether candidates should have a master's
degree, a doctorate, or a master's degree plus 5 years aca-.
demic experience. Describe areas from which the terminal
degree should come.
Department name, with degree programs offered: Give the
full name of the department and identify the predorrtirtint
discipline if it is not revealed in the name; List degrees
offered, e.g., B.S., M.S., Ph.D., or Ed.D.
Salary or salary range: Include the regular period of ap-
pointment, e.g., $14,000$16,000 for 10 months. If sup-
plemental salary is possible through summer appointmenti,
overload work, or something simijar, it can be listed, but
it should be accompanied by a iealistic qualifying
statement.
Period of employment: Give the exact period of employ-
ment (combjned with the previous statement andthe fol-
lowing statement as necessary).
Conditions of contract: Explain clearl'y whether the con,
tract is renewable and whether tenure can be earned, and
any special requirements.

°Several of these items were adapted from affirmative action materials pre- ,

pared over several years by'officials at Florida State University (1980).
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Special characteristics or expertise desired: Include the
field of specialization, suimpecialties within a discipline,
any special responsibilities or characteristics (research
skills, experience in program development, service work,
for example, or previous experience of any kind).
Full mailing address and telephone number(s) of person
who can answer questions about the position and the
search: If the institution is not well known or is located in
a rural area, it will help to explain the location. For exam- *
ple, in parentheses below the mailing address add "30
miles north of "-or "50 miles south
of

The advertisement should also include the following items if,
they are applicaNe:

"An affirmative action, equal opportunity employer."
While it is not absolutely necessary that this statement or .

one like it be included in the advertisement, a college or
university that is trying to observe those principles should
include it (Knowles 1970, II, pp. 6732). An announce-
ment should indicate whether a college is church spon-
sored and hires only members of its faith.
Planned informal or formal interviews at a professional
conference or in some adjacent metropolitan area should
be mentioned, giving the specific dates and places.
If the position is in music or the arts, specific instructions
should be included about the need to send tape recordings-
or a portfolio (Ross 1981).

It is not necessary to give complete details about the poii-
tion, the department, thC college, or the university in the short
announcement, but such information should be available and
sent to all applicants who inquire. Brochures about the institu-
tion, its separate units and special programs, and any other in-
formation about the department can be combined in a package
with the long announcement to be sent to all who inquire. It is
not necessary to include a college catalog in this package.

The long announcement should repeat the information in.the
advertisement but with some important details added. The most
important part of the announcement should be the instructions
about submitting credentials. Some additional items.in the long
announcement would include:
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Letters of reference: Usually three, letters are sufficient.
They should have been written within the past 6 months or

so. A search committee's or an institution's request for
letters written about the candidate's suitability for a partic-

ular position must be clearly stated (Lewis 1971). If a
committee or institution will not be able to use the refer-

ences in a placement file but the file is desired anyway,

that should be explained. IT the committee wants full mail-
ing addresses and telephone numbers for all references,
the announcement should clearly say so.
Current resume or curriculum vita: The committee should
specify that it wants detailed information about a person's
education, related activities, honors, assistantships, schol-
arships, research, publications, grants and contracts, work

in progress, and so on,
Letter of application: The committee may want the appli-
cant to indicate the earliest reasonable date he could bc
available to begin work, the approximate salary below

which the candidate would not accept a job offer, and any

other requirements that if unmet would prevent the candi-

date from acccpting a position.
Copies of any recent publications.
The minimum materials required for the application file:
At a prominent place in the long announcement, include a

statement defining the minimum information necessary

about an applicant before his or her file will be evaluated.

A number of items should riot be requested at any time during

the entire recruiting process: race, national origin, sex, age,
handicap, family plans, maiden name, and any other informa-

tion precluded under guidelines for affirmative action and equal
employment opportunity, (The name a candidate may have

used during previous employment may bc requested to deter-

mine if it was different from tile current one.)
The committee needs to make it clear that it will not con-

sider incomplete applications. It also must announce whether it

will consider applications that are incomplete at the closing

date but complete by the time the committee meets for the first

time to review applicants' credentials. A grace period would

ensure receipt of the applications postmarked on the closing

day.
The institution's affirmative action officer should be sent

copies of the short advertisement and the long announcement.
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In some institutions, the officer must approve the copy before&
is sent out. The function of this official is to ensure that the 1.1
institution carries out a fair recruitment program; he may have
prepared a check list to'guide the search'ptocess so that it will
conform to national and state, policy.

Announcing the Vacancy
The search committee chair and the departmental support staff
should compile a mailing list of institutions and people who
can identify qualified candidates for the vacancy. Information
about the geographic origins of faculty and staff is of prime im-
portance in compilinft_a mailing list of places to send an-
nouncements of a vacancy.-Many colleges and universities
serve a regional population and draw people to, iti faculty who
are residents of the region (Mitchell and Starr 1971). A re-
gional profile of a department's facultyi.e., the states, areas,
and counties faculty come from, the high schools they gradu-
ated from, the place§ they call "home," the locations of their
undergraduate colleges and graduate schoolstends to define
the manpower supply area. This information is important when
an institution needs to explain its national or regional character
or has other special characteristics that it can claim have largely
determined the sexual and racial composition of its faculty
(Smelser and Content 1980). More importantly, any demonstra-
ti9n of affirmative action should show the institution reaching
beyond the traditional supply areas.

State departments of education, state coordinating agencies
for postsecondary education, statewide equal employment job
agencies, and statewide associations for private institutions are
good soutces of statewide job registers. Circulating announce-
ments to these sources helps ensure their reaching a diversified
population, increasing the department's participation in affirm-
ative action.

State and regional associations of the department's discipline
may compile a list of job openings. If they do not, their mem-
bership lists would provide a source of potential candidates.
Departments in other institutions with graduate programs in the
discipline are another source of potential candidates.

Large regional, comprehensive institutions need to advertise
in nationwide publications for at least a month. They are usu-
ally published by the disciplinary and professional associations,
but others that might be included are Academe and Science.



The Chronicle of Higher Education ig appropriate forfrmany
kinds of positions (Marcus 1977), buttie more specialized the

'position the greater the need to work 'th a national associa-
tion. Almost all of the national discijary associations have
special committees to facilitate placenient of minorities and

,4
women.

Another approach is to identify traditional women's and
black's colleges and universities with graduate programs. The
results of a nationwide survey of blacks in higher education re-.
vealed that 80 percent-of the 1,054 respondents "beard about

job vacancies from other blacks and nontraditional search pro-
cedures (Moore and Wagstaff 1974, p, 43). Thus, both cur-
rent black faculty members and the institutions they recommend
should be canvassed:Seeking candidates, especially blacks, re-
quires the kind of effort a football or basketball coach
undertakes.

Serious consideration of requirements for affirmative action

in advertising positions often raises questions about which posi-

tions and personnel changes have to be advertised. This check
list developed in Florida for items not required to be advertised

seems to work reasonably well.

Promotion from assistant to associate professor
Chair or assistant chair, when the existing faculty rotate
through the chair. Recruiting for an external chair should

be advertised in the normal way, however
A principal investigator or recipient of a contract or grant
Change of a funding source for an existing positiOn, as
from a grant or contract to a regularly funded general bud-

get, provided that duties are not significantly changed as a

result of the shift in funding
Visiting scholars or exchange piofessorships
Positions less than half-time during a term
"Adjunct" or visiting or other temporary faculty who are
not appointed for more than a year (Florida State Univer-

sity 1980).

To be included under the guidelines for affirmative action are
all instructional and research positions for half-time Or more,

If the rank, salary, or some other important aspect of the po-

sition is changed after advertising begins or is completed, the
changed position should be readvertised at least 2 more weeks.

Seeking
candidates,
especially
blacks,
requires the
kind of effort
a football or
basketball
coach
undertakes.
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Keeping Records
The records of the entire search and screening process must be
kept systematically and well secured in places known to the
head secretary, the department chair, and the search committee,
chair. They should be kept in a central location. A record of all
mailings should include the dates mailed and a list of recipi-
ints, particulaily women and minorities. Whenever a new ap-
plication is received, it should be dated and a file created for
that person. All first-time applicants or inquirers should be sent
a copy of the long announcement, which could be accompanied
by a statement about the affirmative action program explaining
that people found eligible who remain in active consideration
for the position will lie sent a survey form asking for certain
information about race, sex, and other data that will be used in
the aggregate to document the characteristics of qualified appli-
cants. (The chair shouldarrange with the affirmative action of-
ficial to have these surveys returned tolp affirmative action
office.)

A check list of materials received should be placed in each
applicant's file to quickly determine whither the file is com-
plete. The application files should be grouped alphabetically by
last name. The first task on the clay after the application period
closes is to compile a list of an people who have inquired
about the vacancy and to place an "x" by the name of all
people.whose files are incomplete. If all documents arrive be-
fore the first meeting of the search committee, the "x" should
be removed. One of the search committee's first tasks is to
confirm-the inctimpIete files and retire those files from further
consideration.

The remaining files should all have a letter, memo, or per-
sonal note of application, a current resume or vita or placement
file, three or more letters of reference or three reference state-
ments in the current placement-file, examples of any written
work, and any other items required. To be fair, no pictures
should be included in the files; they should be removed by the
person opening the mail, correctly identified, and kept in a sep-
arate file. If an applicant submits too much extraneous mate-
rial, it should be filed along with the pictures. All records
should be kept for at least 3 years for each recruitment effort.

-
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SCREENING APPLICANTS' FILES

Screening of applicants' files begins with a determination of
who is eligibitlrom among all the candidates, first by exclud-
ing those who do not meet the criteria published in the institu-
tion's policy guidelines and second by excluding those who do

not meet the reqUirements for the position stated in the adver-
tisements or announcements. During these first screenings, it is
important to,Ake 'explicit those candidates who have received .

some preferential attention. Those candidates who lack only a
few details oft requirement should be left in the eligible group
for evaluatiOn at the next stage.

The group of eligible applicants become the nominees for the
position. Reviewing the,files to decide who is best qualified for
the position is done in two steps: selecting the top,10 to 12
nominees, then reducing the list to the, best three to five peo-
ple. Extensive efforts to check references and credentials may
be necessary before the final set of nominees recommended for

a campus visit become the official candidates for the position:"

Ineligible Applicants
The search committee needs to define the criteria for detexin-
ing which applicants will be declared ineligible as well as how
it will proceed when it feels equity and fairness would be
served if' it violated its own policies. Only rarely does a. set of
policies cover all contingenCies. A search committee could es-
tablish that any of its procedures may be sltered temporarily by

a unanimous (or three-quarters) vote and submission of a writ-
ten resolution explaining the perceived need.

The committee might first declare ineligihie those whose
files are incomplete at the time of the committee's first meeting
and those whose files are postmarked after the closing date lt

is important to agree that hand-delivered applications be re-
ceived before the closing date expires; normally no travel grace

period should be permitted for hand-delivered applications.

A second group of appiicants to he, delared ineligible could
be those who are relatives or dependents of the department

chair or dean (Cosper I970)..The restriction agSinst, nepotism

can be applied broadly without exceptioni or-it Can be defined
narrowly, permitting relativeS to be emPloyed is long as they
are not under the direct supervision of's relative already em-

, ployes1 (Pinegree et al. 1978). (See Moore and Wagstaff 1974,
p. 156, for a comment on this practice and the employment of
black women in black colleges.)

9
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The committee should decide whether it wants to include
doctoral candidates finishing a dissertation as eligible nomi-
nees, hi the past, when there was a shortage of Ph.D.s, it was
common to accept ABDs as bona fide applicants, but with no
current shortage., the committee may decide it wants to accept
only full Ph.D.s.

A fourth class ofnpplicants who might be excluded is the
game-players those who state in the letter that they will com-
plete the file if the institution is seriously interested. If the ap-
plicants were sent the long announcement, it should be

assumed that they can read and that failure to complete an ap-
plication is part of their game, designed to benefit themselves
and not the search committee. If the committee chair says the
committee is truly interested, then that may, create false expec-
tations as well as questions about fairness to the other appli-
cants with incomplete files. When one or two applicants have
incomplete files and appear to be highly qualified, it may seem
beneficial to solicit the missing documents, but fairness would
dictate that a follow-up letter be sent to every appliCaift with an
incomplete file.

Another class of applicants that the committee may choose to
declare ineligible are alumni of the department or the institution
(Miller 1977), although professional schools may recruit people
with skills developed by discipline departments in another col-
lege of the same university. Herman B. Wells, the president
who built Indiana University in Bloomington, suggested that it
would be beneficial to have a faculty 30 to 40 percent of whosb
members were alumni of IU. The benefit of such a percentage
would be in an excellent faculty who understood the traditions
of the institution and who would help keep them alive, in turn
helping other alumni to continue to identify with the university
and provide political and financial support when needed. The
best opportunity to implement that policy, however, would
come after a doctoral graduate had made,a name for himself at
another institution and then returned to the alma mater. Doing
so would remove the possible suspicion that he would be,under
the influence of a former professor or other faculty committee
members and would prevent his being perceived as a peilmanent
junior colleague. If alumni do apply for the vacancy, the com-
mittee should begin informal inquiries about officials' receptiv-
ity to the idea. It may be that local graduates can be hired by
submitting a detayed letter of justification, but if the institution
already employs a large number of its own graduates, adininis-
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trators may.feel it is time to look elsewhere for new blood. The
important factor to keep in balance is to ensure that this form
of academic inbreeding does not stifle the recruitment of di-

verse viewpoints.
The.chair of the search committee has the task of identifying

clearly ineligible and questionable applicants. At its first meet-

, ing, the searth committee should decide which questionable ap-
plications should be cut and note the basis for the decisions on
the check sheet in each affected applicant's file. These files
should be removed from the active group. .

Applicants from Preferential Recruitment \
Applicants resulting from a preferential recruitment most often
are people familiar to search committee members, other depart-
mental faculty, or institutional officials (Cap low and McGee
1958). Applicants whn are known may be given special consid-
eration because they are thought to be people who will be

much less likely to.produce undesirable surprises after they are
appointed. While its value in avoiding social misfits is appar-
ent, suchb practice is unfortunately highly restrictive and en-
courages avoidance of unknown but talented people,
particularly women and minoritiei. The definition of "undesira-
ble" tends to be highlr'subjective.

The vestiges of this practice, are still evident, but the mode
of operation is somewhat different (Marcus 1977; Roper 1980),

Copies of the long announcement might be sent to professional
acquaintances several weeks liefore the short advertisement is
published. Faculty might telephone colleagues and friends to

ask whether they know of anyone who v,./oulci qualify for the

job. While they have been quite successful, the existence of
these "old boy networks" has led to the creation of similar
"old girl networks," with t4e added twist that they can.help

women identify sexist departments and institutions to avoid

them or challenge them.
The search committee needs to consider the use of preferen-

tial recruitment and decide luiw to use the system's strengths
and neutralize its weaknesses (Smelser and Content 1980).
"Full disclosure" is one such practice; for example, search
committee members and other faculty can reveal (I) which ap-
plicants they know personally and (2) the ones to which they

would give better than average consideration because they were

recommended by trusted colleagues. These applicants might be
coded "PI" and "P2" to indicate their respective relationship

The existence
of these "old
boy
networks"
has led to the
creation of
similar "old
'girl
networks,"
with the
added twist
that they can
help women
identify sexist
departments
and
institutions to
avoid them or
challenge
them.
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to search committee members. The search committee might
want to decide that these applicants would have to haifk records,

credentials that would make them obviously better than
ñteferential applicants. An applicant who is knoWn person-
ally b a faculty member should not be coded preferential if the
application is unsubstantiated by a written record and outside
'references. If a candidate, is labeled preferential because 'of
some special characteristic, then the nonpreferential applicants
should be given an equalLchance to submit evidence about their
possessing the desirable characteristic. The committee should
Send a letter requesting such information to all candidates. All
applicants should have the opportunity to submit the additional
information; or the information should be excluded &Om
consideration:

Detenniaing kligible Applicants .

The second cut of the original applicants should result frOii.
compFing each applicant's credentials with the advertised re-_
quirelftents.The searth committee must agree upon the charac-
teristics of the position before it is advertised, and each
methber must have a copy of the advertisement and the an-
nouncement when evaluating the files. The comniittee's formal
agreement to use the advertised characteristics as criteria must
tie taken seriously and strictly adhered to unless unusual cir-
cumstances intervene. As many as one-half of the applicants
may have submitted all credentials but not proVided evidence
that they pOsses'i the specific Characteristics required, hoping
they might be seriously considered if someone closely examines
the record of their experience and achievements. The evaluation
of the credentials,should be recorded on each applicant's check
sheet. Separate lines should he proVided on the check sheet for
.eaCh of the position's major'requirements. A space for com-
mentS could be used to note such things as "inappropriate spe-
cialization," "wrong degree," "insufficient experience," etc.

If every applicant is sent a long announcement, it too may be
used to evaluate applicants' files. For this reason, the additional
mandatory requirements for a complete application must be
stated very clearly in the long announcement. The check sheet
for each file should contain separate lines for these additional
items; and appropriate comments should be entered about
deficiencies.

The search committee should consider retaining "marginar'
applicants,, the people who are almost qualified. Some may.



never have submitted an application previously and may not .

have prepared it well. It would be appropriate to code these
files "M" during the review for the first cut to ensure that they
are given another full reading at the next screening. If the mar-
ginal applicants do not survive the next review, which should

. be the first one based on a positive judgment of candidates,
then their application files should be retired.

The entire search cominitiee should consider the files of all
applicants whom the chair recommends to be cut because they
heve not met the criteria in the advertisement and the an-
nouncement. Each committee memtier ghould then be assigned
to'review a portion of the remaining files of those tentatively
judged as qualified to verify if, in fact, all of them meet the
advertised criteria. If any additional unqualified applicants are
found, the entire committee should review their filea. Differing
interpretations should be worked out amicably, but a secret bal-
lot may be needed to resolve a sticky case. These cases might
be designated as marginal applicants, which wo9ld automati-
Call), move them to the next state of consideration.

Those applicants who do not survive the second cut should
be noted on the master list of applicants and their files pulled
from further consideration. The remaining applicants now be-
come the official pool of nominees for the available position.

Evaluating Nominees Files
The surviving group of noMinees will now.have been judged to
meet the minimum set'of requirements for the position. In this
next step, the evaluation should keus on the characteristics of
the nominees to determine the best qualified among them.

Each search committee member will now need to read each t
applicant's file and select the top six to ten nominees. The `

- chair should compile committee member's lists into an aggre-
gate list. That list then becomes the focus of the comMittee's
third meeting, at which each committee member explainwhis

choices and enumerates the candidates' strengths and wealc--'
nesses. The chair next.attempts to develop a consensus,about
the rank order of nontinees. The objective of this meetilig is to
select the top three to five nominees, any of whom would he
clearly acceptable to the faculty.

The top nominees might include one or more oft the marginal
applicants. Furthermore, some ofjhe top nominees' might be
much stronger on a secondary characteristic than on a primary
one. For example, a person who is expert and well published in
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research but without formal teaching experience or without
teaching _experience in the subject arca needed may have a sig-
nificant ranking, but if teaching is the primary function of the
position, the committee should decide who is more appropriate
for the available position. Selecting a researcher when a teacher
is needed may result in the position's being vacant again before
long.
. The really difficult situation for a search committee arises r

when almost none of the top five to six nominees are very im-
pressive. In the uncertain 1980s, many well-qualified faculty
may prefer to remain where they are than to risk making a her-
izontal career move. They may prefer remaining in a relatively
unsatisfactory position imthe middle of a seniority list than
moving to a somewhat more desirable career position but at the
bottom of someone else's seniority roster.

In this"difficult 'situation, the committee can recommend that
the most promising of an average group be invited for a cam-%

. pus interview, or it can advise the department chair to reopen
the search. Before choosing the la/ter, the searchdonittee
must correctly assess the image of the department that is being
communicated to outsiders and answer some questions: Do the
nominees seem to fit,the "real" image of the department? If
some nominees are desired who would more closely fit the de-
sired image of the department, would more salary.have to be
offered? additional rank? tenure? little or no teaching assign-
ment? Can the department afford any of these added induce-
ments? If the answer to that question is "yes," then the search
committee should recommend a change in the characteristics
desired for the position and a new start for the search. If the
aniwer is "no," then it may be best to proceed with arrange-
ments for the campus visits for the best qualified nominees.

The search committee with an acceptable group of nominees
should rank them in order. If only one or two are clearly con-
Sensus nominees, then the committee should forward only one
or two names to the department chair. It should resist submit-

ting a predetermined number of names if fewer candidates are
desirable. The chair of the search committee should draft a
memorandum to the department chair stating the strengths and
weaknesses of the nominees. ,

The department chair, having received the committee's rec-
ommendations and the appropriate files, faces a major decision
before inviting the nominees to campuswhether to check
more than two or three references for each nominee. If there is
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some question about a nominee, then all references would be
checked before the invitation is issued to the nominee. What
should one search for in checking references? Initially, level of
competence, promise of career growth, ability to work with
colleagues and students, outstanding achievements and othei
strengths, and certain weaknessesmissing classes, not com-
pleting work on time, complaints by students.

One difficulty facing a chair is how to check references of a
nominee who does not want his current employer to know he is
contemplating a move. In that case, the chair should telephone
the nominee and explain that he is a nominee but cannot be
considered for a campus interview until references are checked.
If the nominee cannot suggest some other referencei, then he
must be dropped. Similarly, if a nominee has submitted only a
placement file or letters of reference that are older.than 2 years,
then he should be asked to arrange immediately for current ref-
erence letters to be sent.

If the ietters of reference are unspecific and do not evaluate
the nominee factually or very positively, then all,the nominee's
references should be checked (Nelson 1981). If references show
a lack of unqualified support for the nominee or if the nominee
is described as nearly perfect, than it is appropriate to ask the
original references for two other people who would know the
nominee, call this second group, and ask for a third list. This
network of 10 to 15 references is usually sufficient to clear up
uncertainties but more might be necessary. The chair must de-
termine whether a negative comment is an isolated report or
general agreeinent about a person and whether glowing reports
are merely part of the respondent's style.

One of the nagging fears of a search committee, department
chairperson, college dean and the dean of faculties is that a
genuinely undesirable person will be hired..The kinds of per-
sonal conduct which cause the most problems and should be

,listened for in these interviews are: pernicious irascibility, men-
al problems, alcoholism; criminal behavior, dismissal

from a college or university in the last five years, and discipli-
nary action in the last two or three years: Persont found to be
described with any of these problems need some absolutely
sterling qualities to remain under serious consideration.

The search committee chair may be asked to contact the ref-
erences arid to prepare a written summary of the information
learned. The department chair will have to decide how desira-
ble or undesirable each nominee is. A nominee might have to
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be dropped fiom consideration as a result of the reference
checks. If minor discrepancies are found on important charac-
teristics, they should be clarified with the nominee; over the
phone or during the campus visit:

As soon as all the nominees have been checked, the support
staff should send each a package of materials before they visit
ihe campusa faculty.handbook, an institutional catalog, a
copy of the collective bargaining agreethent if one exists, an
overview of the state system (if one exists, for public institu-.
tions), and any separate statements about a continuing contract
or tenure status, opportunities for career advancement, aca-
demic freedom, grievance procedures, the annual contract, the
annual budget, notice required for personnel actions, hinge
benefits, and patent and copyright policy (Miner 1973). Many
of the latter items are thntained in the faculty haadbook or fac-
ulty bargaining, agreethent.
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THE CAMPUS VISIT AND FINAL DECISIONS

The campus visit, which can be used to persuade a candidate to
accept a job offer, is arranged after almost all questions about a
nominee have been answered satisfactorily. Like the first of the
process, the dean's approval must be sought before bringing
candidates to campus or making a job offer. It is always possi-
ble that none of the candidates will accept an offer, making it
necessary to decide whether to reopen the search.

Reviewing the Search Committee's Recommendations
Once the search committee has completed its work and its chair
has written recommendations to the department head, the next
step is to complete arrangements for the candidates to visit the
campus. It is now appropriate to check the authenticity of the
credentials, which becomes doubly important if it was not pos-
sibleto check very many of the personal references. The pur-
pose of this effort is to Verify the facts about the candidate on
his credentials and his veracity and to obtain confirming infor-.
mation aborit the candidate's perceived strengths. Candidates
may be found to have lied about their education, degrees, sal-
ary records, arrest records, and reasons for leaving past jobs
(Butterfield-1981; Nelson 1981).

The following litt of important actions should be undertaken
,1 before any xandidates are invited for a campus visit:

Check academic qualifications by calling the registrar of
the awarding institutions.
Reread'the resume to:find unclear or incomplete informa-
tion. Phone the candidate to ask about any gaps in em-
ployment or long periods between degrees.
Make sure the candidate has signed some kind of state-
ment that all information contained in the resume is true
and correct to the best of his knowledge, and make sure
that the candidate knsvo hat a person can be terminated
for lying on the offi ,"lapPication.
Conduct a telephone network check of the candidate's ref-
erences if it has not already been done to learn enough not
to be surprised during the campus interview, to develop
questions to be asked during the interview, and ft trn

additional information about the candidates.

With a fairly clear picture of each candidate's strengths and
weaknesses, the department head needs to review the candi-
dates' qualifications in relations to the department's goals. Of-
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ten the strongest candidate may be seen by the chair as the one
with.the best research record, even when the department sup-
ports little research. If the goal of the department is to change
its image and improve its record of research productivity, then
this goarshould have been incorporated in the position descrip-
tion. In essence, the search committee should be told in ad-
vance if it is to select the candidate with the best research or
publication record. The department head has four choices after
receiving a list of candidates and verifying their credentials:
(I) arrange with the dean to bbtain funds to bring the candi-
dates to campus; (2) select only two of the candidates and ar-
range with the dean to bring them to campus; (3) send the list
back to the search committee with additional instructions, risk-
ing noncooperation or low morale; (4) begin arrangements to
readvertise the positibn, after changing certain criteria and in-
formation. The last choice may be the most appropriate if one
or more applicant's files came in after the closing date and few
acceptable applicants were found among the original group.

Conferring with the Dean
The dean or his representative should be given a preview of the
candidates, perhaps when requesting travel funds for them to
visit campus. if the department head has not kept the dean in-
formed about the selection process, snags can easily develop at
this point. This is not the timeoto find out that the position
should be filled only with a woman or minority person, or with
a young person to bring in new ideas, or with an out-of-state
Person. It is not the time to discover that no tenure time will be'
credited for a new assistant professor or that the money could
also be used to give raises to current faculty. While some of
these stipulations patently violate affirmative action policy and
guidelines, they are not uncommon. But, most importantly,
most of these problems can be worked out before this meeting
with the dean.

Telephoning the Candidates
With approval from the dean, the chair can now telephone each
candidate and invite him or her to campus on some mutually
acceptable date. (Each visit should be scheduled so that there is
at least one day between candidate's visits.) The first item to
be discussed during the call is whether the candidate is still in-
terested in the position. The chair must ascertain that the candi-
date understands the pay range, the rank, and other vital
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information about the position. This is also the time to clarify
other items that the search committee has mised and that
emerged while checking references. If everything is satisfac:
tory, the chair invites each candidate to prepare d formal pre-
sentation (Siiwyer 1974) and to be ready to talk about his or
her work and plans. The chair should confirm details of the
phone conversation by letter.

The Campus Visit
The primary purpose of the campus visit should be to persuade
the candidate to accept a job offer (McKeachie 1972, p. 45). It
is extremely important to make each candidate feel that he or
she is welcome and will be accepted by the faculty and stu-
dents. Consequently, someone should pia up the candidates at
the airport, take them to their lodging, and escort them across
campus and to appointments. A cold reception, a crowded
schedule, and pissed appointments communicate to a candidate
that iione of di local faculty are taking the visit seriously.

Each candidate should be asked to prepare a formal lecture
or paper and deliver it 4o an audience of students and faculty.
Each candidate will be interviewed by the department head, the
search committee as a group, various groups of faculty, a
group of student leaders, someone .from the dean's office, and
a central administrative official. The interviews should be con-
ducted with civility and friendliness. Questions that are off lim-
its are those related to marital status, family plans, and Other
sex-specific topics not directly related to the professional char-
acter of the position.

The search committee chair should see that each person who
will be interviewing and/or listening to the public lecture of
each candidate receives a simple evaluation form. It should
contain four to six characteristics that are to be evaluated and
rated and space to enter comments about the characteristics.
The forms should be returned to the chair within 1 week of the
candidate's visit, preferably on the same day as the observa-
tions were made. The search committee chair should corhpile
the rating data in a standard format so that the candidates can
be compared fairly.

The Committee's Final Evaluation
The chair of the search committee and the department head
should call a meeting of the search committee as soon as possi-
ble after all candidates have visited the campus. They should
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review each candidate's ratings, clarify points of difference,
discuss each candidate's strengths and weaknesses, and decide
on the best one or two (Lewin and Duchan 1971). The commit-

, tee should agree on the best first and second choices and make
its recommendation to the department head.

The Dean's Choice
Often the dean will not want to receive the final list of desired
candidates in rank oriler, merely a simple alphabetical list in
the official memorandum accompanied by credentials and refer-
ences sent from`the department. The dean may have some fur-
ther questions that the department head should be prepared'to
answer:

Is any of the candidates a woman or a member of a mi-
nority group?
Does the candidate look better on paper than in person? If
so, what personal characteristics seem to hurt this person
as a candidate?
What was the candidate's energy image? Active? Normal?
Lethargic?
What was communicated by the candidate's body stance?
Nervous? Relaxed? Unsure? Confused? Defensive? Rigid?
What was seen in his facial expressions? Openness?
Sneering? Puzzlement? Pleasantness? Boredom? Interest?
Were the expected weaknesses of the candidate confirmed
by the visit? Were other weaknesses identified?tWere
strengths confirmed? New ones revealed? Did he or she
show genuine promise?
Has the candidate misrepresented himself'? Positively?
Negatively? Are there any problems? ,

The Job Offer
When the dean approves a job offer and indicates his prefer-
ence among the candidates, the department head telephones the
prime candidate to confirm the acceptable salary, the position's
rank, and the time when the candidate can be placed on the
institution's payroll. The candidate may want some time to
consider the final offer; a week or two-should be sufficient

°Affirmative action procedures would be violated if a position were filled or
a firm job offer made before the application date expires.
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(Seyfried et al. 1977). If the candidate opens the telephone call
with a request for time to consider the offer, the chair needs to
decide whether to raise the salary offer or to add some other
perquisite to convince the candidate to Uccept the offer. A can-
didate with some time to make a decision may want to seek a
counteroffer from his present employer, and the chair should
understand what is happening. It might be helpful to grant the
chair the authority to offer u fibort-tenn consulting contract to
thà aandidate for preparing a new curriculirm program proposal
or for Compiling data and preparing a funding proposal for a
reseirtch, development, or demonstration. project. This offer
could be a legitimate means by which to provide a candidate
with extra funds to cover moving and relocation.

There is always the possibility that no candidates will accept
a job offer. Hopefully, the turndowns are not because the de-
parunent is making the mistake of trying to recruit out of its
league or creating negative impressions in the candidates. A
study done a number of years ago found candidates turned
down job offers at the University of Minnesota for several
reasons:

. Apparently then, the rejections were not for the most
part due to procedural mismanagement fpoor negotiations].
The respondents who stayed in their current positions

= 581 rejected the appointments primarily becquse the
offers were not enough better in terms of salary, rata, or
types of duties to counterbalance the troubles connected:with
moving to a new institution. Those who accepted alternative
offers in preference to Minnesota's IN = 361 reported loW
salaries, undesirable types of duties or a dislike for the cli-
mate or location. . . (Other undesirable features besides
climate were) the lack of provisions for paying moving costs,
and the unavailability of suitable housing (Stecklein and
'Lathrop 1960. p. 37).

Obviously, a rejection of a job offer means the department
chair must consider starting the entire process again.

If the candidate does accept the job offer, the chair must
make two things clear first, that a letter will be sent making
the formal 'job offer, to which the'candidate should respond
promptly and affirmatively, and second, that after some corpo-
rate body (board of trustees or board of regents) approves it a
contract will be sent (Knowles 1970, II). If a letter of intent to
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employ is signed by a dean or other college officiay14 candi-
date may begin to make plans to move to Atte new inhilution,
but until the candidate receives the official contract, he is not
bound to the new position, nor can he be 100 percent certain of
being employed by the new inititution. The department chair or
head secretary should follow the progress of the paperwork
through the institntional bureaucracy and keep the candidate in-
formed. The department heitd should arrange for one or two'
faculty members or their spouses tO assist the candidate in the.
identification of desirable residential areas andllocation of shoP,
ping areas. The new faculty member should be encouraged to
arrive at the college or university 2 weeks to 1 month before
the term begins to give him time to adjust to a new commu-
nity, a new institution, and a new department.

Terminating the Search
After a search has been Completed, ,noticei must be.sent to all,
original applicants:It is important to indicate only that a person
was found who best meets the department's requirements. Any
comment about the rejected person's capabilities, etc., is liable
to so many misinterpretations that protracted communication
rind-even legal action has resulted.

The chair. should be thoroughly conversant with the require-
ments for compiling, submitting, and storing the-records of
each recruitment effort. Sortie Institutions will not process ap-
pointment papers for a new person until the affirmative action
file of the search is complete. Generally, a 3-year hblding pe-
riod is sufficient for records of a search. A specific place may
be designated for final disposition' of these records, and it
might be wise to keep a record of the time invested and costs
incurred for any recruiting effort (DuVall 1976),

If the search was unsuccessful, it is still necessarito compile
a compleie set of reCords. They can be helpful if the search is
reopened./At present, it seems necessary to notify each original
apphcant when a search is reopened, .asking each to indicate
whether he wishes to remain an, applicant.
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RETAINING NEW FACULTY
id

lf the,chair anqaculty of a department invest the necessary
time, the-recruitment effort Should be successful. The practice
of open cummuniciition; begun in the institution during the
search, ri66 becomes even more important in dealing with the
new faculty member.

Underlying the suggested guidelines for faculty selection is
one basic premise. . . . Both the prospective faculty appoin-
tee and the institution have every right to expect that each
will make full and complete disclosure of any and all facts
which might bear on the applicant's decision to accept or
decline appointment to the faculty and the institution's deci-
sion to offer kmployment in the first instance. Lack of candor
ai the outset has soured many an employment relationship.
Calculated initial concealment of matters pertinent to the
proposed educational partnership amounts to willful decep-
tion and is,indefensible. Unintentional nondisclosure, while
more often than not the result of oversight, may be just as
damaging to the proposed relationship. The matter of can-
dor. It should be stressed, is a two-way street. The institu-
tion's failure to make.clear all matters pertinent to
employment probably is far more common than a compara-
ble omission by the prospective faculty member. Conse-
quently, a determined mutual effort should be made to
inform fully the prospective faculty member what will be ex-
pected of him (her) and what (s)he can expect from the insti-
tution. In such an atmosphere thus created,
misunderstanding, disappointment, suspicion, mistrust, and
hostility will be hard pressed to thrive (Miner 1973, p. 27).

The first step to ensuring full disclosure for the new faculty
member is to send him any additional materials about the de-
partment and institution not already sent, particularly informa-
tion about work assignments, opportunities for professional
development, evaluation criteria, and requirements for notice of
nonrenewal of the contract.

Formal Requirements of Employment
The employment contract for a faculty member is an agreernent
reached between a person and an institution; although it results
in an academic appointment, it also results in a legal relation-
ship between employer and employee. The relationship, how-
ever, is a special one because the right of the employer to
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supervise and control details and methods qL performance is not
expected 'to be carried out in ani ordinary sense. The imple-
mentation of such concepts as shared authority and -academic
freedom dramatically changes the industrial concept of the
usual relationship. Even so, the practices of written annual as-
signment and annual performance review are more common in
higher education and are formalizing the employer-employee
relationship.

The employer at a college or univerity is almost always the
corporate board of trustees. It may delegate the power to make
academic appointments to a president or other officials, but thp
board retains the basic authority to review, question, and re-
voke the actions of administrators that it does not approve. This
matter is probably more important in public institutions than in
private ones. In multicampus institutions with single boards,
the delegation of authority over personnel matters to presidents
almost constitutes a de facto grant of corporate power rrs well
as authority. In any case, it is the president and the board who
bind the institution financially when a contract is signed. De-
partment heads need to understand thirt they are often autho-
rized only to begin -negotiations, and that only deans or other
administrators may have the authority to make a firm job offer.

A number of other legally recognized relationships emerge
when a candidate accepts an offer of employment. They might
be called "loyalty provisions." The most obvious kind was the
oath that had to be signed by all people aecepting public em-
ployment (Knew les 1970, II). Florida used to require such an
oath and even require'd all faculty to be fingerprinted. Not
many such provisions remain in force, primarily because they
have been voluntarily removed or because of a decision by the
U.S. Supreme Court, which found that many of their statutory
provisions were excessively vague and unwarranted regulations
of speech (Knowles 1970, II).

Some church-sponsored (or -related) colleges still require
verbal agreement' from teachers that they will, not interfere with
religious activities; a few apparently still require a signed state-
ment from each faculty member to the effect that they support
the sponsoring church. Most such institutions are exempt from
state and federal laws but only if they receive no funds from
the government.

Some state systems of higher education and some institu-
tions, community junior colleges in particular, may require ap-
plicants for faculty positions to submit ari acceptable statement
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of educational philosophy. Whether these statements am any-
thing more than a Mere recitation of code words or actually
have some demonstrated impact on the educationttexperience
of students has almost never been studied.* They tend to ap-
pear like public confessions of faith in organized religion.
However, a departrnent or division chair may have to explain
their ideological underpinnings to the new faculty member.

The contractual relationship in any organization, college or
univiiiity Included, unless specifically stated otherwise, also
involves an assumption of loyalty. The employee is expected to
be faithful, honest, and supportive and not to betray the inter-
ests of the institution. Colleges and universities can hardly push
this matter very hard because external agencies accredit institu-
tions and many of their programs and because faculty win their
greatest recognition from their professional disciplinary associa-
tions outside the institution. The less cosmopolitan an institu-
tion and its faculty, however, the greater May be its ability to
make loyalty an issuethrough pay, promotion, and other re-
wards. The department chair must be able to alert the new fac-
ulty member to these issues without unduly alarming him or
her, explaining a code of ethics for faculty can be very helpful
at this time.

Affiimative action, equal pay, and equal employment poli-
cies also affect the relationship of a faculty member to die in-
stitution. The department chair must be as honest as possible
with new faculty about the existence of a -plantation mental-
ity among administrators and whether any compensating bene-
fits exist in such situations. The new faculty member who is
the first woman or minority in a department deserves to know
how'things get done successfully so that he or she does not be-
come entrapped in destructive conflict. The department head
may want to arrange a private counseling session between the
new faculty member and other departmental faculty to explain
the style of decision making in the college or university.

One often unasked question about affirmative action pro-
grams turns out to be more than a hypothetical question at most
institutions (Ekstrom 1978): At what point should women and
minorities no longer be accorded special advantages because of

. °A recent study at a large multicampus community college indicates that fat-
urty can be evaluated as excellent even when they do not subscribe 'Io the tradi-
tional hIerarhy of often-announced goals for community colleges (Douglas
1982),
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past discriniination or underrepresentation? If a woman is re-
crnited and appointed because of her qualifications, is she to be
treated as though she was accepted because she is a wOtnan, a
qUalified woman, or qualified? And how does a chair explain
the answer to the faculty and to the new faculty member? Simi
'lady, how does a chair help a woman or minority person un-
derstand why he or she was hired but then later not renewed?
To.hire women and mindritieg for some reason other than that
theywere better qualified or at least equal to the other candi- .

dates applying for the position is not good policy, mir is it ie,
quired by affirmative action or equal eniployment Opportunity
guidelines: ....

Formal.Orientation and Career Counseling
New faculty Members, especially.thOse beginning as instructors
or assistant:professor's, deserve seriOus attention from the chair
and seniorfaculty. They.need a gubitantial orientatiOn so,that
they can learn,to work effectiNielI very quickly (Knowlds1970,
11). They need career guidance am the start and should nbt be
permitted to sink or swim basedori a mystical idea that anyeme
can learn professoring if they will just try. The need for aPPro-
priate and insightful guidance of new women and minority fac...
ulty members is doubly important. Given the time and effort
involved in recruiting, new faculty should not be allowed to

Jail unless they lack the motivation to acquire the necessary.

appointment (note that this concern is equally applicable to all
new faculty, regardless of race and gender.),.

One of the first attitudes to be communicated to the new fad-
uliy member is that he or she ig perceived as a person wanting
an active and rewarding Career'in academe. To achieve 'it re,

'quires the right strategy, a sure understanding of the source of
rewards; and a knowledge of the means required to achieve
those rewards. A department head can counsef ech new fac-
ulty member to organize a personal and professional develop-.
ment strategy for success based on the follOwing modes of
behavior:

I. Demonstrate dependability. Do whatever is required ahead
of time anddo it thoroughly.

2. Where a choice of professional activities exists, choose
thoge that provide the best iniormation to build a career

skills and knowledge. Perhaps the greatest attention shoUld be
directed to,new faculty who are beginning_their first full-time.



(e.g., identify sources of funding if research and publica-
tion are important),

3. Overachieve only on things with "exchange value" (activi-
ties that contribute to-cireer goals) and minimize those"
things with "use. value" (regular work assignments)..

4. In setting priorities, do those things first that contribute to
professional growth; as a bonus, they help develop and
demonstrate competence and expertise to colleagues.

5.'When outside forces of accountability impinge bn Profes-
. sional activities, report it to peers for their response, sug-

gestions, and recommended strategies for coping.
6. Learn °the formal and informal institutional rules, under-

stand them, use,them to achieve career goals, anci attempt
to change them if they are hindrances.

7. Manage time; don't get trapped into nurturing and develop:
mCntal actiGlities beyond those necessary for a reasonable
performance of regular assignmentst

8. Learn which activities count most in the quest for promo-
tion and tenure; rnakimize the ones that count most.

9. Be active professionally; establish a broad network of con-
tacts and soUrces Of information; become professionally
visible (6ideonse 1981).*

These nine principles seemingly represent thlway 48 profes-
sors (47 male, 1 female, of all ranks) at a major research uni-
versity defined their early career activities. "The aspiring
professors may not ,be unwilling to help othersiut, due to the
environmental press to publish and get promot d, are Unable to
do so at this stage in their career" (Braskamp, Fowlei, and Ory
1982, p. 18).

The department bead can be especially helpful when a.single
parent, male or female, is appointed to the department: A sin-
gle parent (or married woman) often, must play multiple roles,

'requiring schedules to be juggled and arrangements for home
and children made and then chanked. Eventually, the initial set-
tling-in problems become somewhat routine, but colleagues can
ease a new person's adjustment by being tolerant;and by offer-
ing helpful advice about desirable schools, honest car.repair
sliops, and SQ on.

*allied by the authoi.
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Another important problem facing new facUlty is the need to
break into the informal culture of the department, division, or
college. While current faculty may not perceive the, Wednesday
night poker game or the drink after work as bastions of male
decision making, new faculty, women in particular, may fmd it
difficult to become part 0f this, informal network. One way*
chair can open up these situations is to schedule more frequnt,

...informal faculty sessions, perhaps as brown-bag lunches. It
would be helpful if female faculty had access to a women's
center or network so that other faculty and professional women
could help them develop the broad set of institutional contacts
necessary to build a successful career. A department head could
be instrumental in the creation of such a group if one does not
exist already within the institution.

The chair can make life more acceptable to women by usjng
joint ieferences (he/she) or neutral references (they) in memo- -
ran& or other documents. Faculty need to become aware and
consciously combat prevailing sexist mores. To do so, how-
ever, the chair must be convinced that the sexual stereotypes of
women are incorrect.

One of the most criticized performance characteristics of fe-
male faculty js their alleged poor record of research and publi-
cation, which is beginning to be seriously studied. A-recent
studY of 29 men. and 19 women who survived peer review to
the university Promotion and tenuie committee at Florida State
University found substantial differences between men and
women.

Firstand most importantlythe average reseorch assign-
ment of male candidates was 10% higher thaa that of female
candidates. Statistically, sex of the candidates averaged
slightly higher research productivity (for] male candidates.
Teaching assignments were even more strongly related to
sex, whidi accounted for 21% of all variance in assign-
ments. Female Candidates averaged 17% heavier teaching
assignments. . . With generally heavier teaching agign-
ments and less reiearch assignment, it follows that these fe-
male candidates probably had less 'opportunity for research.
Any evaluation based upon absolute quantity of research
would necessarily be biased against female candidates. Thç
simple adjustment for assignment proposed here seems emi-
nently fair and in fact showi that the rate of research output
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(per unit of assignment) was greater for female candidates
.(Fletcher and King 1980, p: 12) (emphasis added).

The alithors tnok into account this finding when comparing the
rates of research productivity and promotion: .

when indivi al research clout (number of publications)
was adjusted fo opportunity (research assignment), the re-
sulting researc oductivity was up longer correlated with
promotionitenure recommendations: Indeed, in many cases
candidates who were not recommended for promotionitenure
were relatively More produllive than were recommended
candidates (read 'feniale' in the former, "male" in the latz
ter. categories) (Fletcher and King 1980-, p. 19).

-The votes of the lower-level faculty promotion and tow& corn-
mimes may have influenced the univeriity committee,, and
some measure of quality of research or publica`tico could have
influented decisions toagrant tenure. Nevertheless, it appeared
that "absolute quantity of research output seems to have been
the primary determinant of promotion and tenure" (Fletcher
and King 1980, p. 19).

This study makes it clear that research and publication de-
pend upon opportunity. For women and other new faculty to be

successful in this,area, they need large research assignments.
Both the department chair and senior faculty need to understand
the need for this opportunity. Ofter senior faculty expect, as
due their seniority in the department, that they will be given
lighter teaching loads. The chair is the one who must take into
account not just affirmative action but also a general concern
with the retention of new faculty and julance the assignments

is- for teaching and research.

Similarly, special counseling and assignments,need to be pre-
pared for each black faculty member newly hired. Both male
and female blacks who join the faculties of white institutions

are most interested in students and teaching and working in an
intellectual atmosphere (Moore and Wagstaff 1974). If devotion
to students and teaching will not by themselves bring promo-
tion and tenure, then appropriate additional assignments must
be made.
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Development Plans for New Faculty

New faculty, those without previous full-time employment in
academe, deserve a development plan at the outset of their ca-
reers (Lazarus and To 1pin 1979; Medalia 1963). Letting them
learn the ropes without any formal guidance is a mistake on
two counts: (1) their present skills'are based on learning and
imitation, which likely as not include as many wrong ways as
right ways to function effectively (Sawyer 1974); (2) a new
faculty member needs to become competent in at least four
areasteaching, research, advising students, and service. It is
the department head's responsibility to develop a plan and sim-
ple indicators of successful performance for each competency
(Lazarus and To lpin 1979)the quality of mind to develop
new perspectives and present them openmindedly and enthusi-
astically to students (Florida Board of Regents 1971), knowl-
edge of the institution's degree programs coupled with the
ability to transmit accurate information to students, and service
to the community, state, and nation by fully applying one's

'competence in professional associations. The departmental fac-
ulty must agree to the proposed criteria for indicators of suc-
cess and to the weight that should be given each in evaluating'
new faculty (Tucker 1981). These items need to be spelled out
in the annual and term assignments made for each new faculty
member, especially during the first few years.

The chair may find it appropriate .to form a small committee
to review the progress of each new faculty member; it could
meet quarterly or more often. If the chair is male and the new
faculty member is female and/or a minority, then it would be
helpful to have such a person on the committee even if he or
she must come from another department. Forming a League of
Mentors, who can help junior faculty, especially minorities and'
women, is another means for helping these people to survive,
thrive, and succeed (Peck 1982).

The, department chair's ability to converse openly with mi-
norities and women about their career development is very im-
portant. In a study of large corporations, however, male
supervisors often would not counsel or confront women be-
cause "they thought they'd break down in the office and cry"
(Collins 1982, p. CD. The researcher who conducted the study
discovered "that most of the men and women didn't have one
strong mentor figure to help thern" (Collins 1982, p. CD.
They all agreed about the importance of a mentor, but most did
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not have one. Most new faculty would probably report the
same experience.

A departrnenrchair, even if male, must know how to steer a
new female faculty member to a woman's network on campus.
In a study of job satisfaction among women professors in 20
Pennsylvania institutions of higher education, it appeared that
women faculty are more satisfied in institutions with a faculty
having at least 20 percent women, particularly among the
youngest age group studied (25-35)(Hill 1982). Overall satis-
faction was also

more pronounced among humanities, social and behavioral
science, sodal service, and mathematics and physical sci-
ence faculty; and among these groups.the economic dimen-
sion is often the most significantly affected dimensiOn of job

. satisfaction (Hill 1982, p. 17).

Hill concludes that his tentative findings suggest the need of a
support network, particularly at the institutions where more
women faculty are employed. .

The idea of 4 support network might include the concept of a
. League of Mentors to help the new faculty member irow

professionally. The concept of a mentor for beginning faculty
must be clarified, however, because the recent graduate student
may often already have a mentor.

Mentorship is widely regarded as an important aspect of the
training and career development of young profession-
als. . . . Within the academic profession mentorship most of-
ten occurs in the informal, but special sponsorship that a
graduate student receives from a senior professor during
graduate school. The mentor provides a role model, aca-
demic advice, and eventually, assistance in gaining access to
the profession. . . . The careerlsuccess of young faculty (isl
significantly influenced by the qualityof the institution in
which they (find! employment and the extent of their collabo-
ration with senior faculty. Moreover, the type and quality of .
the instinition where they (findl employment (isl closely tied
to the profesiional contacts and associations of the mentor
(Blackburn, Chapman, and Cameron 1981, p. 315).

The department or division chair who actively participates in
the negotiations to hire a new faculty member has a special op-
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portunity to act as a surrogate mentor. However, a role conflict
may develop when the chair must also evaluate the person's
performance. Perhaps the surrogate mentor could come from
among the faculty within or without the department.

Why Do Faculty Leave Voluntarily?
In spite of many serious efforts to retain faculty, some will
move anyway (Hall 1977). Reasons vary: the perception that
tenure will not be granted; better opportunities for professional t,

advancement and responsibilities at another institution; better
salary, research support, travel funds, find availability of stu-
dent assistants at another institution; personal reasons having to
do with proximity to relatives, good schools for children, life at
a slower pace in a small town; the perceived attitudes and pro-
cedures of a department administrator. (See Cap low and
McGee 1958 and Stecklein and Lathrop 1960 for studies of rea-
sons why faculty leave positions.) Interestingly, Stecklein and
Lathrop (1960) foun& that of faculty receiving job offers who
decided to stay, 69 percent mentioned their good relations with
colleagues and administrators, beginning with deartment
heads.

Thus, department chairs who want to build a stable and pro-
ductive departmental faculty need also to examine themselves -
and their relationship with their colleagues. The faculty in the
Stecklein and Lathrop study who left the university recom-
mended that the department chair improve communications
with the younger faculty to make sure they were informed
about possibilities for their promotion and tenure and that the
chairs indicate some interest in the work of the younger fac-
ulty. Women faculty at the 1981 annual meeting of the Ameri-
can Education Research Association expressed the same need.
Open communication is apparently crucial for department chairs
and for any college or university that wants to build and retain
a quality faculty.

Black educators leave for somewhat different reasons. Itt one
survey, some of those who left the predominantly white col-
leges and universities to which they had been recruited, moved
tO traditionally black institutions; others questioned their fair
treatment in comparison with their white colleagues (Moore and
Wagstaff 1974, p. 136). A minority (less than 25 percent left
for an increase in salary (p. 139). However, being black in a
white institution may itself have created the kinds of tensions
and anxieties in some black faculty that caused them to leave
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(p. l39).-h s'eems clear that to recruit black faculty to a white
institution creates a responsibility to help them adapt to the
white institution. The department chair must work to root out
racist institutional practices, in addition to supplying guidance

and assistance to new "minority faculty.
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SUMMARY

The role of the department head is crucial in making fair re-
cruitment woik. Openness, a willingness to confront preconcep-
tions and a commitment to equality and quality can change the
way a department conducts its affairs. A dedicated chair can
lead a department to this mature level of decision making.

But the constraints of frugality, open competitiveness to sur-
vive, and fear Of unfair evaluations can dry up cooperation.
The chair has a special opportunity to recharge a department
when a position becomes vacant. A department's goals and
priorities can be reexamined when a position description is re-
viewed and written. The curriculum, often full of vested inter-
ests, can be revised for relevance and quality. Faculty
assignments can be shifted and some intellectual vigor stimu-
lated through new course assignments. With a department
head's leadership, the life of the mind can regain some vigor.

American higher education has had a unique responsibility
not given to any other sector of society to recognize and nur-
ture talent. Over the past few decades, it has become evident
that most of this important activity occurred because the talent
often sought the faculty. Now it has become evident that some
of the best of the several kinds of talent may go unnoticed. Tlie
search must be extended, intellect identified wherever it exists,
and talein sought in places where it normally is not sought.
Too often we cry because the intellect is not respected; perhaps
it-is not respected because we do not pursue it like the football
coach wno creates value in the intense pursuit of the potential
star athlete. To take what comes our way ig to ride with the
tide; to pursue excellence or its potential is to sail across the
wind, a challenging tack for any departmental captain.
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